ABSTRACT: The current study deals with the ways of confidence building versus police and determines indices of trust in police. The study highlights the importance of policing in the development of a sense of security among the people, obedience to law, rule of law (action based on disciplinary regulations), and police authority and hope for the future.
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ABSTRACT: This study is intended to explore the relations...
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ABSTRACT: The main purpose of this article is to offer a practical guide for strategic management of human resources in job... of human resources, mechanism to apply every process in action plan and applying stages of each on is elaborated.
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ABSTRACT: The present study aimed to examine the effectiveness of schema therapy based on conjunctive metaphorical-allegorical education for treating dysthymic maladaptive schemas. Results indicated that the treatment was effective in reducing the number of symptoms and improving the quality of life in the treatment group compared to the control group. Keywords: Metaphorical-Allegorical Education, Dysthymic Maladaptive Schema
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| **ABSTRACT:** | In this review, a number of experts’ ideas about creativity and strategies to enhance the creativity of teachers have been presented. The aim is to elevate teachers’ talents and foster their creativity, so that they can be creativity trainers to train the creative trainers. |
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